
Affirmations:

Affirmations are funny things. They aren’t just positive slogans we toss around like, “My
thoughts become my reality”, or “I wake up today with strength in my heart and clarity in my
mind”. These are really good things to think and say, but they don’t quite cut it as affirmations.
An affirmation needs to be in a present positive format. This means you will mostly be working
with “I am…” statements (though not exclusively). You also want to cut out any superlatives like
more, most, or -ests. For example, ‘I have the strongest of hearts’ would simply become: I am
strong of heart.

It is important to keep in mind that you are talking to your subconscious. It wants things to be in
the present-tense, it wants clarity, it wants conciseness, and it doesn’t hear the ‘NOT’ part of the
affirmation. For example, you wouldn’t say ‘I am not weak’, you would instead stick to:  I am
strong.

Affirmations are personal, just like language. There is
the common vernacular, and then there is the shorthand
that you use with your family and closest friends.
Sticking to common sayings might help if you were
writing affirmations for other people, but you’re not.
You’re writing affirmations for you.  Go out on the
internet and google some up, read lists, heck read 100+
affirmations. But then choose the ones that speak
directly to your soul. Would you say “I am clear of mind”
or would you be more likely to say “I see clearly”. The
differences are small, but your subconscious is looking
for you to speak your own truth into reality. So go ahead
and take your time getting it right!

Not to worry, you can upgrade or change your affirmations as you grow and learn. As Maya
Angelou has written, “Do the best you can until you know better. Then when you know
better, do better.”
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When choosing affirmations, aim for less than 10. Some people use 7 and some people get
along fine with 2 or 4. You can even start with 12 and as you work with them, you’ll see that
some are redundant and other’s just don’t quite fit. Writing your own is best, but taking them
from lists is just fine. There’s no reason to reinvent the wheel! Especially since you want to use
these everywhere. Stick them on your mirror, on your fridge, write them in your journal, repeat
them out loud to yourself, your cat, anyone who will listen. When you write these out on paper
you are getting the most exposure - you are thinking about them, writing them, and reading
them all at once. If you read them out loud from the page, you add hearing and saying to the list!

Always remember that you are in control of your thoughts. Nobody else controls your thoughts.
What people say can influence your thoughts, but ultimately the way that you process this
information is down to you. We all have negative thoughts every day. Even people with winning
mindsets experience negative thoughts. If you let them, these negative thoughts will totally
destroy your dreams and will prevent you from developing a winning mindset and achieving
your goals. So what can you do about this? The answer is to neutralize your negative thoughts
with positive ones. Yes it is that simple. The practice is more difficult of course. But the effort and
persistence will pay off for you and you will be able to change your mindset from negative to
positive.

Choose affirmations from the list below, or write your own affirmation. Write these on a page in
your journal. The more you think, say, hear, write, and read your affirmations, the stronger they
will become in your life.

1. I am strong.
2. I am capable.
3. I am beautiful.
4. I am intelligent.
5. I create a safer space wherever I am.
6. I do what is right for me.
7. I am confident.
8. I use my talents to help others.
9. I listen to my own wisdom.
10. I am proud of myself.
11. I grow and learn.
12. I handle what I can.
13. I am without judgment.
14. I listen to my intuition.
15. I trust my inner guide.
16. I let my emotions serve their purpose.
17. I give myself the care that I deserve.
18. I accomplish what I put my mind to.
19. I believe in my own abilities.
20. I believe in myself.
21. I achieve my goals.
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22. I share my talents with the world.
23. I am good at helping others.
24. I am heading in the right direction.
25. I am on the right path.
26. I am inspired by the world around me.
27. I am full of brilliant ideas.
28. I put my energy into things that matter to me.
29. I trust myself to make decisions.
30. I am my true self every day.
31. I am grateful to have people in my life.
32. I surround myself with people who encourage me.
33. I learn valuable lessons.
34. I am at peace with who I am.
35. I make a difference in the world.
36. I practice what I teach.
37. I am stable.
38. I am worthy.
39. I am enough.
40. I am grateful.
41. I am fastidious.
42. I am caring.
43. I am financially abundant.
44. I am frugal.
45. I build wealth.
46. I dress for success.
47. I am exactly where I need to be.
48. I can achieve anything.
49. I am successful.
50. I create change.
51. I am focused.
52. I think positively.
53. I take up space.
54. I am here.
55. I am made of stardust!
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